
The works in this exhibition are loosely tied together 
around the idea that they are illustrative of, but also only 
incidental, or peripherally related to a children’s story. 
This is the story of the “The Goat Herder’s Cry”, about a 
goatherd, his herd, and a wolf who is stalking them. It is 
just one of a series of elements around which many of 
the paintings are made, and the exhibition as a whole 
is presented. The works are grouped together around 
this fable, not just because it sounds like it really could 
be a folk tale, even though it isn’t, but also because 
it isn’t, because it hasn’t actually been made. Nimmo 
builds a whole structure out of these reversible, stylised 
elements of varying style and mood; it allows him to 
work with a palette of feelings and visual material, 
which are more or less loose and slick, grim or funny, 
self-doubting, but also pretty, or lush or sad. Overall 
there is something very private about them. There is a 
punkish current in there too, simplified and direct, and 
self-consciously aesthetic, but also a bit resigned and 
frustrated - as well as something quietly mystical and 
broken, or elated, again in some mysterious private way.

The cartoonish crumbling castle in the right-hand 
wall-painting lends the gallery the look of a children’s 
bedroom, or a craic, despite the regular formality of 
the presentation. And not just the first impression of 
the exhibition but many of the other elements of the 
works come close to being, or are in fact, illustration 
or have some other functional visual form, like ribbons 
and wreaths that look like insignia’s or graphic 
embellishments on imperial government letterhead, 
or a Disney wolf’s face in a clump of daisies, or an old 
console game graphic of a castle wall, or a bat, or the 
many pagan ceremonial wooden poles, arranged in 
rows, borders and crosses within the paintings. Many of 
these illustrative elements of the show play on spooky, 
cartoonish chills. But then there are naturalistically 
rendered elements which lend the work, at other points, 
a feeling that is genuinely grim, one tied to a real 
life - to rural and to mountainous, overcast Victorian 
landscapes, with spiders and rats. There other markers 
of the location, including the pink heath flowers, Eureka 
flags, and the bluestone. 

The decorative ribbons, crests and fern wreaths add 
another element to this feel for nineteenth-century 
British provincial reality. But that shadow of some 
darker meaning is pervasive, even when it is made 
to look silly, or where it turns into the melancholy 
prettiness of some aspect of the past, or of flowers 
and landscapes. There is something fragile in this 
attempt to construct this elaborate, independent world 
of reversible elements that, from work to work, often 
want to be deeply private and totally conventional, 
light and serious at the same time. Is it all kind of 
hopeless? If the work often falls back upon the same 
will to make-believe as a fairy-tale, then maybe all this 
is a failed escape. Does producing and consuming 
contemporary art have the social function of storytime 
for adults? Is the story always worth less than the effect 
of the distraction? Then again, other works remove this 
niggling doubt. These simpler works, which are flatter 
and cleaner, ignore the rougher edges and the noise, 
condensing it down into wood-grain or flower-petals, or 
into stylised outlines, gradients and flat, muted colour. 
Where many separate, singular elements, each with 
their singular effects, are given their due, there is relief 
in these zones where the last remaining uncertainty 
goes mute.

This all can lead to different conclusions: emphasising 
the (apparent) escapist element can lead to thinking 
the work is motivated by sincere sentimentality. 
Emphasising the contrasts and layers makes the 
work seem designed to fault any attempt to reach 
a conclusion, a reminder that the point is that it is 
completely up to us to be moved or not by the work. 
This may also be a symptom of the fact that definite 
and certain meaning has been lost forever. Or finally 
that it is a private language that conveys something 
subjectively true and honest in itself but is basically 
uninterpretable. Yet even on a more formal level, 
something is suggested by the way the artist, like 
Nimmo says he does, acts like an attendant to their 
ideas, tasked with responsibility of finding the particular 
ways to make them material. With that approach, there 
is always a tension between hiding (while being in view 
of everyone anyway) and disappearing completely. 
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